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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0023986A1] 1. Cutting device for a wire stitcher in a printing machine having a rotating stitching cylinder, to which a section of staple-
forming stitching wire can be fed, wherein the wire held in a wire holder can be severed by a rotating knife blade, which can be guided past an
unrotating cutting tip, which in turn is guided to the wire by means of a pair of transporting rollers, characterised in that the knife blade (4) is mounted
on a rotatable housing (5), which is in fixed connection to a coaxial drive spindle (6) parallel to the stitching cylinder axis, and is axially displaceable
together with the cutting tip (3) relative to the locally fixed centre for the respective wire to be severed via a shifting arrangement (32, 31, 29, 28, 27,
22, 23), the wire supply speed being adjustable by changing the transporting roller drive by means of an adjusting arrangement (37-44) coupled
to the shifting arrangement, and in that the drive spindle, whose rotary speed is adjustable according in each case to the selection of collection or
straight run production, is in fixed connection to gripping tongues (79, 80) succeeding the knife blade, seen in the direction of rotation of the knife,
which, in the course of the rotational movement of the spindle after the severing process, pick up the piece of stitching wire in the wire holder (73,
74), and then feed it to the receiving point of the stitching cylinder (136), where the piece of wire is taken over by the receiving arrangement (89, 98)
of the stitching cylinder (136).
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